Computational prediction of plant miRNA targets.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a specific class of 21-nt small RNAs. They regulate the expression of specific target genes by various types of post-transcriptional regulation mechanisms, such as transcript cleavage and translation suppression. The biological function of an miRNA is therefore intimately associated with the function of their target genes. Target gene identification becomes an essential step towards understanding miRNA functions. In this protocol, we describe a computational procedure for plant miRNA target prediction. It involves two key steps: (1) search of transcript sequence databases for target sequences that have a near-perfect sequence complementarity to the miRNA sequence using the "scan_for_matches" program and (2) evaluation of the miRNA:target sequence pair for pairing complementarity using specific rules, such as positional dependent penalty score and minimum free energy ratio filter, to identify the most likely candidate targets.